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Letter from the Editor
Mes amis—

It is avec grand plaisir that I announce Volume 2, Issue 
Uno of The Radish. Against all odds, mes amis, we’re at it 
again tackling the hard news coverage you’ve come to depend 
on along with the gossip dished and the photos fresh and fab. 

There are the old favorites like “Who Said That?” along 
with new divertissements such as “Real or Fake?” We are es-
pecially delighted to share our twist on “Who Wore it Best” 
with “Who Wore it Wear.” (Wink!)! Play to find out.

You may notice that this issue is slimmer than our 
inaugural imprimatur and that is indeed correct. We at The 
Radish aren’t immune to today’s stormy fiscal climate and 
due to budgetary setbacks, we’ve had to slim down not only 
our pages, but also our online presence. 

We depend on you to take root. So please, if you enjoy 
what you read, consider making a tax-deductable donation 
to our Kickfarter campaign or by contacting us at kippywin-
stonmedia@gmail.com. Your donation will go toward funding 
our outfits, office, and lights. In return you can choose 
from an array of prizes. You’ll probably also have a feel-good 
feeling knowing that you’re taking part in the vitality of the 
American theatre. Like us on Twatter and follow us on Face-
livre. Be the (pocket) change you want to see in the world. 
Merci and a bientot,

—Kippy Winston, Editor-in-chief 
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News
Regional Round Up
A Study That Gets Muddy
by Kippy Winston

A recent study conducted by the National Endowment 
of the (f )Arts finds that new plays and performing arts are, 
in fact, alive and well in cities and regions beyond downtown 
Manhattan and unaffordable parts of Brooklyn. Early esti-
mates show that about 30% of what can be considered “new” 
and “interesting work” happens outside of New York City.

The study, titled “The Regions: Forgotten Landscapes?” 
shows that young artists are moving to such cities as Austin, 
San Francisco and even Omaha. 

 “We’re shocked,” says Ted Mayberry, director of NE(f )
A art studies. “We had been under the impression that this 
wasn’t the case. Turns out we were wrong.”

Not everyone would agree with Mayberry’s assessment. 
Many New Yorkers are furious that the NE(f )A would sug-
gest that culturally impotant (wink!) performance is happen-
ing beyond the boroughs. Frank Boudreaux, a Texan by birth 
but New Yorker by spirit, was outraged. “Unbelievable!” he 
bellowed, throwing his head into his hands in the lobby of 
Dixon Place before a recent Little Theatre. “I mean I know 
theatre ‘happens’ elsewhere, but the good stuff happens in 
Gotham. Damnit! Fuggedaboutit.” 

One artist, who couldn’t be reached for comment, told a 
Radish insider, “I moved back to the ‘Ha [Omaha] because I 
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felt like I didn’t have a cool enough wardrobe, or haircut, to 
live in Williamsburg. Now I’m able to work at a coffee shop 
and make my art.” The artist self-identifies as a playwright, 
poet and art historian. “Plus, I get to see my parents for din-
ner on Sundays and that feels not only wholesome but also 
civilized.”

Brian Rodgers, artistic director of the Chocolate Factory 
in Queens, could not be reached for comment. Neither could 
residents of Staten Island and the Bronx but an anonymous 
tip to The Radish tells us that contemporary theatre also hap-
pens in these realms. Just not in Long Island. 

It’s Curtains… 
for the Pre-Show Curtain Speech
by Kippy Winston

A consortium of more than ten theatres, including 
Clubbed Thumb, HERE Arts Center and the New Ohio, has 
banded together in an effort to eradicate the pre-show curtain 
speech. The ban is set to go into effect starting January 1st.

“We just feel like… shut up already,” says Clubbed 
Thumb’s artistic director Maria Striar with a toss of her hair. 
“At this point, if you don’t know to turn your cell phone off 
or put it on airplane mode then maybe you shouldn’t even be 
seeing theatre.”

“I’m just so tired of hearing artists try to come up with 
clever ways to tell me how to exit in case of a fire,” says 
HERE’s artistic director Kristen Marting. “I know it’s a safety 
thing—but I’m willing to risk it.”

The Curtain Speech Ban Talks took place in the PAX at 
520 8th Ave. “At first it just looked like a bunch of artis-
tic directors who had run into each other and were eating 
overpriced brownies,” a source tells The Radish. “I was on my 
way to an audition at Ripley Grier getting a tea when I heard 
Robert Lyons say, ‘Can’t we just put a stop to these endless 

speeches?’ I was so rattled 
after that that I didn’t get 
the part.” 

While the ban is set 
to go into effect in the 
new Julian Calendar year, 
one theatre that plans 
to buck the ban trend is 
Dixon Place. “Our curtain 
speeches are some of the 
finest around,” boasts Ellie Covan, founder and artistic direct 
of Dixon Place, between bites of edamame. “These speeches 
not only draw people to our space; they prime people for our 
adventurous programming! We feel like the curtain speech is 
a chance to express our personality. It’s also chance to make 
nice with the crowd an opportunity to drive people to drink 
at our bar, which boosts revenue big time.” 

Bottoms up.

Gossip
BAM’s “And Then it Hits You”  
Ad Campaign Promotes Violence 

Turns out not everyone riding the MTA wants to 
remember their experience at BAM. “The Harvey Theater 
on a Friday is more crowded than the L train at rush hour,” 
says playwright Ariel Stess. “I was jostled, it was uncomfort-
able, and I saw people hitting on each other.” Stess, who has 
banded together with fellow writer activists, asks that for 
every BAM subway ad, a trigger warning ad run alongside 
it. “I just feel like the word ‘hit’ has violent connotations,” 
says Stess between a handful of Pirate’s Booty. “What are we 
promoting here—art or physical violence?”—KW

Theatre happens outside of New York.

Dixon Place defies  
the Curtain Ban

Trigger 
warnings 
to run 
alongside 
BAM ads.
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The Wooster Group to be Renamed 
Sullivan Street Gang

The seminal theatre troupe recently announced it’s 
changing its nom de jeu. “We’re looking to rebrand,” said 
artistic director Liz LeCompte, who informed The Rad-
ish that the company’s next show will be a straight forward 
revival of Oklahoma!. “We want to explore other avenues, 
you know? Musicians reinvent themselves all the time, why 
can’t we?” The video-free Oklahoma! is slated to bow in the 
fall of 2016 at a new venue, the Car Port, on Sullivan Street 
between Prince and Spring. –KW

Teddy Nicholas Trampled at the  
Public’s First Ever Free for All

Playwright, cat lover and Facebook poster extraordinaire, 
Teddy Nicholas suffered bruises and abrasions after getting 
trampled in a stampede at the Public Theater’s first-ever Free 
for All for Fortress of Solitude, in which free tickets were given 
away gratis. “It was scarier than that Black Friday Walmart 
video,” said Nicholas at La Colombe on a temperate Tuesday 
afternoon.  “I’m using arnica gel—dealing with health insur-
ance gives me too much anxiety.” Was the free ticket worth 
the price of pain? “I preferred the book,” Nicholas said with a 
shrug while sipping his cappuccino.—KW

Adam Szymkowicz Stops  
Counting How Many  
Playwrights He’s Interviewed

Amidst recent accusations that he’s forged all 694 of his 
playwright interviews, an inside source revealed to The Radish 
that Szymkowicz may have also invented the identities of up 
to half of the playwrights on the popular weblog. Until we 
can confirm the WHO—and the WHAT—of these allega-
tions we don’t want to guess. In the meantime, Szymkowicz 
released an official statement to The Radish. “I can’t keep 
counting playwrights. There are so many of us and so few 
slots at the Rattlesnake Theatre. It’s just too depressing.” We 
couldn’t agree more. 
—KW with contributed reporting by Shaina Cohen Jones 

MacArthur Foundation has  
Awarded an Inaugural Genius  
Intern Grant to its Own Intern. 

Sasha Kenny-Taub, the 33-year-old intern grantee, has 
worked at regional theatres around the country and profes-
sional downtown theatres for the past decade. “I’ve never 
been awarded anything except internships and unpaid fellow-
ships,” Kenny-Taub told The Radish over the phone. “This is 
such a huge honor.” The grant comes with a one-year unpaid 
fellowship and bronze plaque.—KW

Nicholas: Physically Injured but not broken spiritually. Bronze: The most genius of metals
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Secrets + Sightings
Die versus Vie
Agent Showdown
by Kippy Winston

At a recent Theatre Trivia Night at High Dive bar in Park 
Slope two of downtown’s (and uptown’s) most beloved agents, 
Di Glazer and Rachel Viola, faced off. (For the purposes of 
rhyme we will henceforth refer to the duo as Die and Vie 
respectively.)

The Trivia Night was attended by luminaries—who live 
near and far from Park Slope—such as Kip Fagan, Heidi 
Schreck, Alaina Ferris, Paul Ketchum, Erin Courtney, Scott 
Adkins, Mac Wellman, Jeff Jones, Helen Shaw, Alexandra 
Collier, Charlie O’Leary, Branden Jacobs-Jenkins and Michael 
Bulger. Eliza Bent was due to arrive but fog in Bucharest 
delayed her landing. 

“I hadn’t seen the Swellman in an age and my lady and 
I live real close to High Dive,” says playwright Ketchum. “It 
was a fun and laidback atmosphere,” adds Ferris. “We were 
catching up with old friends and talking to those people you 
sort of know but never actually talk to in a theatre setting.”

“It was just a fun evening of mates hanging out trading 
trivia bits and eating popcorn,” says playwright Collier with 
signature Australian enthusiasm. 

But when, Antje Oegel, another agent of the downtown 
sphere, showed up the evening took a turn for the worse. 

“Die and Vie were having a friendly and competitive banter, 
but when Anjte walked through the door shit got real,” says jour-
nalist Helen Shaw. “I can say that because I’m tri-partisan, right?” 

Evidently, upon Oegel’s arrival, Die and Vie began to do 
shots of tequila and argue loudly about the merits of naturalism 
in the American theatre. 

Says Oegel, “I just threw my head back and laughed  
and laughed.”

Top:  
Die and Vie face off 

Middle:  
Antje Oegel:  
“I threw my head 
back and I laughed 
and laughed.” 

BoTToM: 
High Dive Bar: 
the scene of the 
showdown.
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Mis-Handeled All the  
Way to the Bank
13P Still Fundraising 
by Reginald Mantooth

Despite promising “this is the last time we will ever 
ask you for money,” as well as, “Seriously. It really is,” the 
imploded production company 13P is still raising yearly 
donations and grants in excess of $100,000 a year. 

13P, the most innovative model for the production 
of new plays since the Festival of Dionysus, is well known 
for the fundraising prowess of its Managing Director Rob 
Handel. 13P’s motto, “we don’t develop plays, we do them,” 
was both a revelation to the production starved playwriting 
proletariat, while also being notoriously offensive to play 
development centers the world over. 

After the group’s infamous 2012 implosion that was 
heard all over Brooklyn, Queens, and seedier parts of Lower 
Manhattan, the location of these donations, which can no 
longer fund the Kickfarter campaigns of the New Ohio’s 
upcoming season of shows, is yet unknown. 

When asked for comment, 13P alumnus Anne Washburn 
stated, “I wouldn’t know. I never trust anyone who sits in an 
armchair cross-legged and Rob Handel certainly does.” Erin 
Courtney, whose 13P extravaganza Map of Virtue won an 
Obie and brought her immeasurable fame at the expense of 
$50,000 of other people’s money, said, “I can’t imagine where 
this money would be. Rob is quite trim, so he couldn’t pos-
sibly be hiding it on his person.” 

Handel did not return repeated phone calls for comment, 
despite this article’s author waiting around his own apartment for 
days because he doesn’t have the money to rent his own rehearsal 
space. In a related story, residents of Pittsburgh have been report-
ing a strange signal in the skies over Carnegie-Mellon, ominously 
shaped like the defunct theatre company’s logo.

Handel is Frowning all the way to the bank.

HSBC: The theatre-lover’s bank.
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They’re Just Like Us 

A standby of  The Radish, this exclusive peaks into the daily lives of theatre stars… they really are just like us!

He likes Rum Raisn!

Jeff Jones eats ice cream

She looks at text messages on the street too!

Lucy Alibar checks her iPhone 

Hey, how else do we get to Manhattan’s Treasure Island?! 

Birgit Huppuch takes the ferry to Governor’s Island
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They love the convenience of Zip Car too!

The Debate Society uses Zip Car 

She takes her pup to the park!

Amina Henry walks her dog

She “rolls out of bed” and then “rolls to the office”!

Kristin Marting rollerblades to work

7
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Sightings

Leah Nanako Winkler, Morgan 
Gould and Dominic D’Andrea 
were recently seen on the Internet. 

Make-up maven Naomi 
Raddatz and sartorial sven-
gali Enver Chakartash were 
recently spotted in a shopping 
mall in Singapore. A passerby 
heard Raddatz say to Cha-
kartash, “Don’t you love it?” to 
which he responded, “Defo.” 
It is unclear what exactly they 
were talking about.

Director to the stars 
Knud Adams was 
recently seen buying 
red plastic cups at 
a bodega in Green-
point. “Another 
Monday, another 
reading,” he quipped. 

Actors Lucy Kaminsky 
and Tavet Gillson were 
last seen running lines at 
a Dunkin Donuts. Ben 
Kamine ordered the 
group iced coffees and 
when the trio ran into 
Sarah Rose Leonard, 
Kamine was heard to 
say, with alliterative zest, 
“Where’s the rest of 
your curating cohort?” 

Abigail Browde and Michael Silverstone of 600  
Highwaymen were spotted in the Zurich airport recently  
eating Toblerone. A passerby informs The Radish that  
Mark Russell was hot on their trail.

Raddatz and Chakartash, stylists 
to the stars (and stars in their 
own rights).

“Adams recently 
wrote, “I don’t know 
what, if anything, is 
killing the American 
theater, but music 
stands aren’t helping.”

Theatre stars run  
on Dunkin.

Theatre stars love Facelivre, 
The Radish “likes” it too.

Toblerone: a 
theatre snack 
worth touring.
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Who Said That? 

The following quotes are real things real people 
have said to members of The Radish staff,  
can you match the quote to the person?

1

2

3

4

5

A
B
C

D

E

Play “Real or Fake?”  
@ www.TheRadishMag.wordpress.com

“Not on my per diem.”

Theatre-goers ‘round the globe when 
stumped for what to say post-show. 

Dave Malloy, frustrated with the 
long lag time in responses from 
technical directors

Dan Safer, referring to the 
prominence of practitioners in the 
field at various openings and closings

Ken Greller, referring to the 
downtown theatre world’s late season 
stirrings

Asta Benni Hostetter, referring 
to a production we’d rather let you 
imagine than name

Emily Davis and Jess Barbagallo, 
referring to the sub par meals one falls 
prey to when too fatigued to choose a 
good restaurant while on tour

Kaz Phillips Safer, referring to the 
prominence of practitioners in the 
field at various openings and closings

F

6

Quote: Who Said it:

7 Answers 
@ www.TheRadishMag.wordpress.com

“Prelude is kind of  
like our Labor Day.”

“It was a real  
‘who cares’ of  

downtown theatre” 

“It was a real ‘who’s 
he’/’who’s she’ of 

downtown theatre.”

“It was like  
‘Tiny Toons.’”

“TDs are always 
working with wood  

and not looking  
at their computers.”

“That was... wow”

G
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Name that Post 
The following are real, unedited posts copied and pasted from 
Facelivre. (You’re correct in surmising that we are indeed very 
high tech at The Radish. No luddites allowed!)  
Can you guess which glitterati penned the post?

Media Beet
So Many Mediums to the Message
We’re Getting a Headache
By Shaina Cohen-Jones

It’s the Theatre Information Age. Between Playbill.com, 
HowlRound, HowlRoundTV, Time Out New York, the Village 
Has a Voice, the Brooklyn Rails, American Sneeter magazine, 
and Culturebot, not to mention Twatter, there’s almost—
much like the Prelude festival!—too much to process. But 
what about the stories behind these media stories? If the Gray 
Lady has Jill Abramson it’s clear that theatre has many more. 
Here are some of the juiciest items on (and under) our radar.

 
•	2amt to officially become 2pmt.  

“I need my beauty rest,” said the O’Neill’s senior tweeter 
and literary manager Anne Morgan peering out beneath a 
sleeping mask.

•	Watch her Work or Nap?  
It was unclear during a recent Watch Me Work episode on 
Howlround TV whether or not the Pulitzer-Prize winning 
playwright, Suzan-Lori Parks was dozing. One thing’s for 
sure, she wasn’t working. Howlround TV issued a statement 
that the three named playwright was having an issue with 
her contacts but Parks told The Radish, “Daydreaming is 
important.” C’est vrais.

1. Before I expire, I want to get Ulysses and run an art space 
where ethics and art meet business and succeed. That’s 
all. I thiiiiiink I can...

2. Hey! It’s October! I start writing now. Aaaaaa and 
go. Also– I’m sorry friends. I will not see anyone this 
month. Goodbye.

3. Got to see these fine fellas rehearsing my play “Good 
Working with Hands” the other day and they’re gonna be 
fab. Tickets on sale now for The Collective NY’s 10-Min-
ute Play Fest. We’re in Series B! Attempting to write a 
scene in rhyming couplets. Pray for me.

4. “This is the Brooklyn WRITERS space, not the Brooklyn 
READING THE PAPER space” a stranger yelled at me 
at 8:30am this week. Which was accurate.

Erin Mallon, Jason Zinoman, Pirronne Yousefzadeh,  
Georgina Escobar, Theresa Buchheister
answers at www.TheRadishMag.wordpress.com

•	Isaac Butler will finally announce what a “Parabasis” is.  
He recently announced via his Twatter feed. Whether or 
not Broadwayworld.com will issue a repurposed press 
release remains unclear.

•	Playbill Turns Off the Lights.  
Playbill’s new adults only outlet, Playbill After Dark, will 
exclusively feature photos of Billy Magnussen shirtless. 

•	We Want Helen! 
A petition started by former Brooklyn College alumni is 
circling around the internet demanding more Time Out 
New York reviews by Helen Shaw. The petition begins, “It’s 
not because she’s good. It’s because she’s great.”

•	Hilton at the Hilton. 
The Hilton Hotel franchise recently announced it will 
sponsor a talk show hosted by Hilton Als. “I am touched,” 
the lead theatre critic of the New Yorker said. We can’t wait!

•	Please Take It with You. 
To bring more awareness to the classics, like Broadway-
bound You Can’t Take It With You, producers have taken to 
Twatter with the hashtag #OldPlay. 

Single 
syllable last 
names: Als, 
Shaw, Parks
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For more News, including recent 
weddings and engagements, visit: 
www.TheRadishMag.wordpress.com

a bientot
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Who Wore it Wear?

Regina Vorria, one of theatre’s most intrepid producers, never lacks for style. The Radish 
was hot on her heels snapping up her theatre inspired looks. Can you guess the venue that 
goes with the look? (For more snaps go online to www.TheRadishMag.wordpress.com)

“I like to wear 
these tinfoil 
accessories to 
blend into the 
background.”
—Vorria

Too buttoned up 
for downtown 
but too hip for 
uptown?This 
sleek looks nails it 
easily helping you 
transition from a 
day downtown to  
a night uptown!

“I got this 
kale on  
their  
rooftop 
garden!”

     —Vorria

These stonewashed 
jeans and this 
asymmetrical haircut 
do their best in one 
neighborhood and one 
neighborhood only.

Gone but not 
forgotten, we 
are still reeling 
from the lost of 
this institution. 
(we are using 
the word 
“institution” in 
the most positive 
reverential way 
possible).

Note the 
print 
on the 
scarf and 
consider 
the jacket.

Theatre: JACK 

Theatre: The BrickTheatre: Soho Rep or 
Playwrights Horizons

Theatre: Incubator 
Arts Project

Theatre: 
Bushwick 

Starr

Theatre: A 
Banana Bag 
and Bodice 

show at 
Abrons Arts 

Center or 
Dixon Place


